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I'm Molly, a content creator based in the Scottish Highlands.  My

content is fuelled by my passion for nature and it is my aim to

inspire my audience to live authentic, simple and sustainable lives.  

I started my blog in March 2020 and have nurtured a loyal

readership and ever-increasing Instagram following.  I am

dedicated about working with like-minded brands that bring real

value to my audience. 

You can find my blog here and my Instagram here

A B O U T  M E

*all statistics based on average figures from January-April 2022.

Posting schedule
 

Publish 2 blogs a month, send 2-3 emails to mailing list and post 3-5 times weekly on  Instagram (with stories 5 days a week)
 

Website statistics*
 

Website has and average of 190 monthly site visits with an average session duration of 7 minutes. Instagram is the main driver of blog traffic (34% site visits), then
email marketing (24% site visits), then Google (15%).

 
Instagram statistics*

 
Reach 121k accounts  monthly, 118k with reels, 6.3k with feed posts and 1.2k with stories.

Engage 10k accounts and have 18k content interactions a month.
Have 13, 200 followers with approximately 1300 new followers a month

 

https://www.hippyhighlandliving.com/
https://www.instagram.com/hippyhighlandliving/


AUDIENCE
DEMOGRAPHICS

My audience for both my blog and Instagram are

primarily UK and US based.  For my blog, 77% of my

readers are based in the UK and 11% are based the US.

For my Instagram, 33% of my followers are based in the

US and 30% are based in the UK.

 

There is a relatively wide age-range in my Instagram

following, but the highest proportion of my followers

(34.5%) are between 25-35 (which is my target

audience).  The majority of my Instagram followers are

female (83%).

 

 

AUDIENCE INTERESTS

My audience is passionate about nature and an outdoor

lifestyle.  They are particularly inspired by Scottish

nature content, as demonstrated in the response to my

reels, which have led to a rapid increase in followers. 

 

My audience enjoys aspirational and accessible content

around the themes of slow living, minimalism and

sustainability.

I am an experienced and engaging writer, which I

can utilise in my blog posts and Instagram

captions

I am able to create high-quality photographic

and video content

I am exceptionally organised, creative and

professional

My unique setting of the Scottish Highlands

provides the opportunity to create aspirational

product content e.g. engaging photos/videos

In addition to my loyal audience, I have a variety of

skills and unique opportunities that can add value to

brand partnerships. 

WHAT VALUE
I CAN OFFER



Testimonials

Environmentjob
 

'Molly has written a number of guest
articles for the Environmentjob blog. 

 
Her work has been excellent, always
interesting, well pitched and on time.

 
She's a total pro!'

 

Wild Isle Projects
 

'Recently I collaborated with Molly at Hippy
Highland Living. Molly is great to work with, she

came up with a brilliant blog post idea to
include my brand ‘Wild Isle Projects’. 

 
I was very pleased with the final outcome and

the fabulous images that included my products
being used in there natural way. I would highly

recommend Molly and be happy with
collaborate again in the future'

Eco made simple
 

'I’ve absolutely loved working with
Molly. She’s an absolute ray of
light and hit my brief spot on. 

 
The content she delivered was

perfect and I’ll definitely be
working with her again in the

future.'

Instagram 
single services

Sponsored feed post
£70

Sponsored stories
£50

Sponsored reel
£100

Instagram 
bundles

Sponsored feed post
& stories

£100

Sponsored reel &
stories
£130

Sponsored feed
post, stories & reel

£190

Blog services

Sponsored blog with
product photos &

Instagram feed post
(shared to stories) 

£320
 

Sponsored blog with
product photos &

Instagram reel
(shared to stories) 

£380
 

My fee's have been cross-referenced with other content creators and offer excellent value for money. I will only
collaborate with brands that reflect my values and, as such, there is a degree of flexibility to my fees as I am

passionate about working with smaller businesses that are prioritising nature.  
 

Please do get in touch if you have an idea you would like to discuss. 
 

Email - molly@hippyhighlandliving.com

Fees

https://www.environmentjob.co.uk/blog/author/molly_doubleday/
https://www.environmentjob.co.uk/blog/author/molly_doubleday/

